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and B is the m a s s parameter. We assume that the proton ellipsoid and the neutron ellipsoid a r e strongly coupled, i.e., their principal axes coincide. They will only be a little different in their equilibrium shape because of their different deformation. Therefore the angular velocity ti is the Same for protons and for the total system (protons + neutrons)-see Fig. 1 .
The deformations a r e denoted for protons by
a,(p) = O +U,!; (3b) fects.
and for the total system by The counterplay of the pairing and the quadrupole force determines the shape of the nu-
~l e u s ,~,~ i.e., a spherical o r a deformed shape. The pairing force makes the nuclei prefer spher-
ical shapes while the quadrupole force leads to Only the axial symmetric equilibrium deformadeformations. One ther efore expects that for tions a r e assumed to be different, i.e. B,(p) a definite nucleus, a larger pairing force will <Bo. The vibrational coordinates7>' a V ' a r e decrease the deformation. Consequently, since taken to be the s a m e for protons and for the Gp is 30% larger than G " one expects l e s s detotal system.1° formation for protons than for neutrons. It
Inserting (2) into (1) we obtain for the g facwill be shown now that this picture has the consequence that the g factor becomes a g tensor, i.e., the magnetic moment G, and the total angular momentum, ?, point in different directions. ' In the intrinsic coordinate system the g factor for a rotation of the system around the o axis (U = 1 , 2 , 3 ) is given by -.
where Ip, and i, a r e the o components of the angular momentum of the protons and of the total angular momentum of the system, respectively. w is the angular velocity, and gp and 9 a r e the moments of inertia of the protons alone and of the total system (protons + neutrons).
They a r e given, according to the rotation-vibratioii mode17y8 of the nucleus, by the Bohr formulasg where the a , a r e the shape parameters defined g-which is, due to the U , dependence, responsible for magnetic transitions between the y and ground-state rotational bands. In addition it indicates that the g factor depends on the axis of rotation and, consequently, the usual
Here the + o r -sign has to be chosen, dependg factor has now become a tensor. The maging on the sign of the reduced matrix elements. netic moment is given in t e r m s of the intrin-E is the transition energy. 321 (1962) ; and P. Kienle G , to be publishedl compared with the theoretical predictions using Formulas (9) and (10) of the text.
FIG. 3.
The values for log(6/Ej2 for various nuclei. The dotted curve gives theoretical predictions using Formulas (9) and (10) of the text. The full line gives theoretical values for 1 0~( 6 /~)~ using a value for the lowering factor f [see Eq. (6) of the text] which has been deduced from the experimental g~ factors shown in Fig. 2 . It is noted that some structure for the magnetic dipole transitions seems to be quantitatively related to the structure of the g~ factors, especially in the Os region. It should be noted, however, that the experimental errors of the g~ factors (see Fig. 2 ) scatter the related predictions for ( 6 , '~)~ appreciably.
Operator is calculated, a s usual, for a homogeneous charge distribution. The results a r e the following formulas:
where B , i s the nuclear deformation parameter. No rotation-vibration interaction band mixing has been taken into account, since their effects a r e negligible. We note that as f -0, only quadrupole transitions occur (6 -a). Figure 2 shows the lowering of the g~ factors if the relation i s used for determining the ratio of proton and neutron deformation.12 Such a formula follows from the quasispin model.13 In Fig. 3 the dotted line gives (6/E)' in a logarithmic scale und e r the Same assumptions. A formula like (10) is crude, however, and therefore i t s e e m s more realistic to use for the parameter f those values which a r e deduced from the experimental gR factor [using Eq. (5)] and then predicting the MI-E2 mixing parameter. This is shown by the full line of Fig. 3 . Further, the sign of 6 is, according to (9), always positive, in agreement with experiments.14 The results indicate that the main effect of the lowering of the g~ factor and the M1 transitions can be understood in this simple, lucid way, and that even some structure of the f o r m e r can be related to the structure of the latter. It s e e m s desirable, however, to s e a r c h for other kinds of experiments in o r d e r to prove further the idea of different proton and neutron deformations.
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